
-CHAPTER 13 

Health Anxiety: Hypochondriasis 

Life is either. a daring adventure or nothing. Security is mostly a superstition. It does not exist in nature. 

-Helen Keller 

Health anxiety, or hypochondriasis, is defined as an obsessive preoccupation with fears of having a 
serious disease-a preoccupation that persists despite repeated reassurance from medical professionals 
that- the person is physically healthy. Here are some examples of hypochondriasis: 

• Juan repeatedly checks his lymph nodes for signs of swelling. · He has read that swollen 
lymph nodes in patients with advanced cancer can indicate a life-threatening metastasis of 
the cancer. As a result of his repeated checking, the lymph nodes in his neck are swollen, 
and Juan considers this to be evidence that he may have cancer. 

• Every morning, Monique, a university professor, takes over an hour to check her body for 
unusual moles and lesions. She's convinced that she must check to ensure that she has no 
symptoms of skin cancer. At times, she demands that her partner check her skin as she 
doesn\ trust that she will detect a suspicious mole. 

• A close friend of Bob's was recently diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. Now Bob goes 
for a full physical and neurological examination every three months in order to reassure 
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himself that he doesn't have multiple sclerosis. His doctors have repeatedly told him that 

the exams are unnecessary and that he is perfectly healthy. 

The "bible of psychiatry," the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (American 

Psychiatric Association 2000), classifies hypochondriasis as a somatoform disorder, meaning a psy

chological disorder characterized by physical complaints for which there appears to be no physiologi

cal cause. However, many people with hypochondriasis display symptoms that have a great deal in 

common with OCD. They experience obsessions (intrusive, unwanted thoughts that provoke feelings of 

anxiety and dread), in this case related to fears of having an illness. Here are some typical obsessions 

in. hypochondriasis: 

• What if I'm sick from an undiagnosed fatal illness, or will get sick from some dreaded

disease in the future?

• What if the doctor missed some key sign of a disease that can be fatal?

People with hypochondriasis also engage in compulsions (repetitive, unnecessary actions that are 

taken to relieve the anxiety or dread). These compulsions are triggered by the obsessive health concerns 

and are meant to relieve the anxiety or dread associated with those thoughts. Here are some typical 

compulsions in hypochondriasis: 

• Repeatedly checking the body for signs of disease

• Repeatedly asking doctors or loved ones for reassurance that no disease exists

• Going for repeated medical consultations and tests to confirm that no disease exists

• Repeatedly checking additional sources of medical information on Internet websites (cyber

chondi:-iasis) such as www.webmd.com, www.healthline.com, or www.easydiagnosis.com

UNDERSTANDING HYPOCHONDRIASIS: 

A COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL PERSPECTIVE 

Let's take a look at hypochondriasis using the cognitive behavioral model of OCD discussed earlier in 

this book. This model can help you better understand how the symptoms are sustained and what you 

can do to get them under control: 

A = Activating event (in this case, usually a bodily sensation) 

! 
B = Faulty belief about the dangerousness of the activating event 

! 
C = Emotional consequences: anxiety, doubt, and worry in response to the faulty belief 
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D = A neutralizing ritual: an action taken to relieve the fear, distress, or worry (checking one's body, 
asking others for reassurance, going for unnecessary medical tests, and so on) 

In hypochondriasis, this process repeats over and over again because the net effect of these actions 
increases the likelihood that another activating bodily sensation or thought will soon occur. The 
sequence becomes a vicious cycle that locks the person in a pattern of worry and distress that can seri, 
ously interfere with normal life. Let's now look more closely at the model. 

A = Activating Event 

The model starts with the idea that that the human body is "noisy"-that even healthy people 
experience, on a daily or weekly basis, bodily sensations that are mild, transient, and not associated 
with . any serious disease but could be interpreted as symptoms. Here are some examples of beni�n or 
harmless bodily sensations: 

• Dizziness, faintness, or a rapid heartbeat from not eating for a long time

• A rapid heartbeat from eating a meal rich in carbohydrates

• Arm and joint discomfort from sitting or standing in one position for a long time

• Stomach pain from overeating or indigestion

• A headache from being out in the sun too long

• Muscle pain after a lengthy workout

Clearly, · our "noisy" bodies generate a variety of bodily sensations and experiences. For those who 
don't have hypochondriasis, these typically cause little psychological distress or worry and can be dis, 
missed relatively easily. 

In the following space (or in your journal), list the bodily sensations or symptoms that activate your 
fear and worry. Indicate which ones contribute most to your fear with notations such as +, ++ (more), 
and +++ (even more): 
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B = Faulty Belief 

Problems arise if you begin to interpret those harmless bodily sensations to mean that something is 
seriously wrong with you. Here are some of the categories of faulty beliefs commonly involved in hypo

chondriasis, with examples of each: 
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Black-and-Whit� or All-or-Nothing-Thinking 

• Bodily complaints are always a sign of disease.

• I'm only sure I'm healthy if I don't have any uncomfortable bodily sensations.

• Unless 1'!11 absolutely sure that there is. nothing wrong, I must assume the very worst.

Persistent Doubting 

• Doctors can't be trusted because they often make mistakes.

• Just because my doctor says I'm healthy doesn't meari I am. My doctor could be missing

something.

Catastrophizing 

• I have a headache. I must have a brain tumor.

• My back aches. I must have bone cancer.

Int?lerance of Uncertainty 

• I must have 100 percent proof that I'm not ill, otherwise I'm probably sick.

• I must frequently check my body and watch my health carefully in order to catch the first

signs of serious illness.

• If I stop thinking about my health, even for a short time, it's dangerous.

Superstitious Thinking 

• If I tell myself I'm healthy, I'm tempting fate.

• The coincidence of seeing a TV show about herpes at the very same time that I'm worry-

ing about it is an omen that I probably have it.

• Worrying about my health will keep me �_afe.

Emotional Reasoning 

• There must be something terribly wrong with me; otherwise I wouldn't be feeling so
anxious.
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Think about your own beliefs about illness. In the following space (or in your journal), list some 
the faulty beliefs and cognitive errors that may be contributing to your fear, doubt, and worry in regard 
to illness. Indicate which ones contribute most to your fear with notations such as +, ++ (more), and 
+++ (even more): 

C = Emotional Consequences: Anxiety, Doubt, 
and Worry 

The combination of A (an activating event) and B (a faulty belief) triggers a strong emotional 
response of f~ar, dread, doubt, and worry, and with it a laserlike focus on those bodily symptoms or 
sensations. These fears demand a great deal of attention on a daily basis. 

In the following chart, list the "symptoms" that you tend to focus on, then, in the right-hand column 
assign a SUDS rating (0 to 100) to your degree of distress. 

Feared "symptom" SUDS level 
(0-100) 
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D = Neutralizing Ritual or Avoidance 

In all likelihood, you probably engage in neutralizing rituals in response to the fear, distress, and 

worry that arise as a consequence of your faulty beliefs about physical sensations, illness, and health. 

Here are some common forms of these maladaptive behaviors and compulsions: 

Medical Reassurance Seeking 

• Repeatedly asking others, especially doctors, for reassurance that you aren't seriously ill

• Searching the Internet for disease-related information to rule out the possibility that you

have a fatal illness (cyberchondriasis)

Excessive Body Checking 

• Examining one's body for "suspicious" signs; for example, looking for moles, palpating the

body for an enlarged liver or lymph glands, or repeated swallowing to check for throat

cancer

• Insisting on unnecessary medical tests and procedures

Using Safety Signals (unnecessary items used to alleviate disease-related anxiety) 

• Wearing an unnecessary medical alert bracelet

• Always keeping an EpiPen nearby to dispel fears of anaphylaxis

• Programming your cell phone to speed dial doctor's offices or 911

• Purchasing portable medical equipment such as a defibrillator

Avoiding Disease-Related Situations 

• Avoiding hospitals and people who "look sick"

• Avoiding homeless people on the street

• Not giving blood

• Not undergoing standard or necessary medical tests and exams

All of these strategies are designed to relieve fear, doubt, and worry. However, studies of people with 

health-related anxiety have concluded that rather than allaying fears, these behaviors have the unin

tended effect of reinforcing faulty appraisals and perpetuating health anxiety (Salkovskis and Warwick 

1986; Slavney 1987). They do so by intensifying your focus on illness and exposing you to further alarm

ing medical information. 
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In the following space (or in your journal), list neutralizing or compulsive behaviors you engage in 
to seek reassurance, check for symptoms or signs of illness, utilize safety signals, or avoid disease-related 
situations. Indicate the ones you use most often with a notation such as +++.

Medical reassurance seeking: _________________________ _ 

Excessive checking for signs of illness: ______________________ _ 

Use of safety signals: --------'--------,-----------------

Avoidance of disease-related situations: 
-----------�----------

CHALLENGING YOUR FAULTY BELIEFS 

Now that you've analyzed the components of your health-related anxiety, you can start working on 
getting your fears under control. According to the model outlined at the beginning of this chapter, 
hypochondriasis is perpetuated, in part, by the inability to generate believable, alternative explanations 
for health-related fears. The person jumps to catastrophic conclusions, either ignoring or discounting 
plausible alternative explanations. 

The following worksheet will help you actively dispute your beliefs. First you'll cite the evidence 
both for and against a belief. Then you'll come up with some coping self-talk to help you counter the 
faulty belief. Make several copies of this exercise so that you can challenge a variety of health-related 
concerns. (You can also do this exercise in your journal.) If you need help getting started, we've pro
vided an example. You can also refer back to chapter 8 for more information on thought challenging 
and coping self-talk. 
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Challenging Your Faulty Health-Related Beliefs 
(Example) 

Activating event:/ have a bad headache. 

Faulty belief (automatic irrational thought): / must have a brain tumor. 

Discomfort (SUDS level: 0-100): 95 

How much do you believe this appraisal is true? (0-100%): 90 

Which categories of cognitive errors are at work here? (choose from the list above): 
Catastrophizing, intolerance of uncertainty 

Evidence in support of the faulty belief: I read on the Internet that a headache is the first 
sign of brain tumor. My aunt's niece, who complained of headaches, died of a brain tumor. 
People die every day because of ignoring their body's pain signals. 

Evidence against the faulty belief: I'm healthy overall. Based on numerous tests, doctors have 
assured me that I don't have a tumor. When I'm busy taking care of my baby, I don't get caught 
up in this idea. The people who care most for me don't seem concerned. 

Realistic appraisal or coping self-talk: My pain is most likely just a tension headache. I've had. 
a lot on my plate lately, and I have a history of headaches when I'm under stress. 

How much do you now believe this appraisal is true? (0-100%): 70 
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Challenging .Your Faulty Health-Related Beliefs 

Activating _event: _______________________ _ 

Faulty belief (automatic irrational thought): ______________ _ 

Discomfort (SUDS level: 0-100): ________________ _ 

How much do you believe this appraisal is true? (0-100%): ________ _ 

Which categories of cognitive errors are at work here? (choose from the list above) 

Evidence in support of the faulty belief: ------~---------

Evidence against the faulty be~ief: _________________ _ 

Realistic appraisal or coping self-talk: ________________ _ 

How much do you now believe this appraisal-is true? (0-100%): ______ _ 
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EXPOSURE AND RESPONSE PREVENTION FOR 

HEALTH-RELATED ANXIETY 

Exposure and response prevention can be very helpful in health,related anxiety that has strong avoid, 

ance and ritualistic elements (Visser and Bouman 2001). As you'll recall from chapter 6, the key to ERP 

is to intentionally confront situations that arouse anxiety, allowing you to habituate to these situations 

and find new ways of responding. Here are some examples of typical health,related avoidance behaviors. 

These are the types of behaviors you'll want to target in your ERP plan: 
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Cancer-Related Avoidance 

• Avoiding movies with actors who have died of cancer

• Avoiding writing or reading words with the letters "C,A,N" in sequence

• Avoiding hospitals that have cancer wards

• Avoiding books, TV programs, or movies about cancer

HIV/AIDS-Related Avoidance 

· • Avoiding wall.cing around in the "gay" part of town

• Avoiding contact with homeless people

• Avoiding TV progra!}ls and magazine articles related to HIV and AIDS

• Avoiding writing or reading words with the letters "H,l,V" or '½_,l,D,S" in sequence

Herpes-Related Avoidance 

• Avoiding using public toilets

• Excessive hand washing when using public restrooms

• Worrying excessively about coming too close to people's mouths when they speak

Avoidance Related to Fear of Death 

• Discarding the section of the newspaper that has the obituaries

• Avoiding driving by cemeteries

• Avoiding going to funerals or discussions of making out a will
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Creating an Anxiety/Exposure Hierarchy 

The procedures for conducting ERP described in chapter 6 will be equally effective here. As a 
reminder, self,directed exposure treatment is best conducted in steps. First, draw up a list of everyday 

situations that cause you health,related anxiety and doubt. Include a variety of situations that cause 

anxiety levels ranging from moderate to extreme. Assign SUDS ratings to these items based on . the 
amount of anxiety the situation would provoke if you were to not carry out any compulsions or employ any 

of your safety signals. Arrange the items by SUDS level, from lowest to highest. Here's a sample anxiety/ 

exposure hierarchy for anxiety related to multiple sclerosis, followed by a blank form for you to fill out. 

Health-related anxiety/exposure hierarchy (example) 

Shaking hands with an MS patient without wearing gloves 

Shaking hands with an MS patient while wearing gloves 

Sitting on an empty hospital bed in a ward that treats neurological disorders, without 
barriers 

Touching a sign on an MS clinic door without wearing gloves 

Touching a sign on an MS clinic door while wearing gloves 

Sitting in a hospital waiting room where patients with MS sit, without wearing gloves 

Sitting in a hospital waiting room where patients with MS sit, wearing protective latex 
gloves 

Touching photos of patients with MS in a magazine article 

Reading a magazine article about deaths due to MS 

SUDS level 

(0-100) 

100 

95 

90 

85 

75 

70 

65 

60 

50 
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Health-related anxiety/exposure hierarchy SUDS level 

(0-100) 

Now that you've developed your hierarchy, the next step is to carry out exposure exercises either 
alone or with a support person; See chapter 6 for more detailed instructions on how to. carry out your 
own ERP plan. Remember, for exposure exercises to be optimally effective, it's important to do the 
exposure fully, without distracting yourself or blocking the experience. A sense of risk and uncertainty 
is necessary to help raise your anxiety levels as high as you can handle during any given exposure. As 
mentioned earlier, most people can handle much more discomfort than they think they can, so really 
go for it! 

Response Prevention 

Exposure is important, but it isn't enough. Remember, ERP stands for exposure and response preven

tion, so you'll also need to make a conscious effort to not engage in behaviors you typically use to reduce 
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your uncertainty or worry. Examples include seeking reassurance from doctors, searching the Internet for 
proof that you don't have a dreaded disease, excessive washing or disinfecting, excessively checking your 
body for signs of illness, and excessive use of barriers such as latex gloves and masks. If incorporating 
response prevention into exposure practice seems too difficult, take it in stages, as in the example above, 
where eliminating the safety signal of wearing latex gloves was always a second step. However, responses 
such as seeking medical reassurance should be done in one fell swoop, if possible. If this prospect is too 
threatening, you can take a more gradual approach, as long as you completely eliminate the behavior 
as soon as possible. 

Keep in mind that the goal of ERP is not to achieve total relief from anxiety in the situations that 
typically provoke your fear; rather, the goal is to change your beliefs about the dangerousness of the situ
ation from something like "I can't tolerate this, and the only way to be perfectly safe is to avoid anything 
that feels unsafe" to something more like "I can handle the uncertainty of not knowing for sure. I'm not 
afraid to be anxious." Achieving this takes patience and persistence. We suggest that you do at least 
one exposure per day, lasting fifteen minutes to an hour, for two to three weeks. You can use the Daily 
Exposure Practice Monitoring Form in chapter 6 to keep track of your exposure practices. You can also 
keep track of this information in your journal. 

THE EFFECT OF ATTENTION. 

People with health anxiety tend to be highly vigilant for changes in their bodily sensations and symp
toms. Studies of people with health-related anxiety have shown that the more attention a person directs 
to�ard the body, the more intense the sensations they perceive will be (Mechanic 1983; Pennebaker 
1980). In addition, a persistent focus on physical sensations may increase the likelihood of detecting 
these sensations. We've all had the experience of itching, yawning, or coughing when someone nearby 
itches, yawns, or coughs. In such cases, our attention is drawn to a sensation that we previously ignored. 
Conversely, the more externally focused we are, the less likely we are to notice our "noisy" bodily sensa
tions. A classic example is football players who are so focused on the game that injuries sustained on 
the field go unnoticed until later. Here are some quick experiments you can do that will demonstrate 
how attentional focus can increase your experience of bodily sensations: 

• Focus intently on the sensations on your fingertips. Keep focusing until you notice feelings
and sensations there. It's likely that you'll notice sensations that you weren't aware of just
a moment ago.

• Focus completely upon sensations in your throat, noticing any itchiness or dryness. As you
continue to focus, you may feel the need to cough or clear your throat.

• Focus your attention on an area of your body that's distant from an area that concerns
you, and stay focused on that area for a few minutes. Notice how your focus on the new
area might have changed the sensations in the area you're concerned about.
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INCREASING ATTENTIONAL FLEXIBILITY 

People with health anxiety are often advised to just stop paying attention to the bodily sensations they 

worry about. This is good advice. However, as everyone who has health anxiety knows, it's very difficult 

to shift attention away frotn the fear,provoking thoughts and bodily sensations. Making this attentional 

shift requires flexibility. The following exercise can be extremely helpful in developing this flexibility. 

Attention Training 

Attention training, developed by British psychologist Adrian Wells (1997), can help reduce health 

anxiety by redirecting your attention. The following script is designed to help you increase your ability 

to redirect your attention. Make an audio recording of the script in your own voice, or ask a family 

member, a friend, or your therapist to record it for you. The narrator should speak in a soft, calm voice 

with a measured pace. The narrator will need to tap a table or other surface where indicated in the 

script. You'll need to practice in a room with a ticking clock. If that isn't possible, have the narrator 

substitute another environmental sound, in the third paragraph. Depending on where you practice, the 

narrator may need to substitute other sounds toward the end of the script. 
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I am now going to ask you to focus your gaze on a dot marked on the wall for a few seconds (wait 
about 10 seconds). That's good. I would like to- begin by asking you to focus upon the sound of 
my voice. Pay close attention to that sound, as if no other sound matters. Try to give your entire 
attention to the .sound of my voice. Ignore all of the other sounds around yoit. Focus only on the 
sound of my voice. No other sound matters ... Just focus only on the sound of my voice. 

Now, whil.e still gazing at the dot on the wall, focus your ears on the sound of me tapping on 
the tabl.e. Focus only on the tapping sound, as no other sound matters (pause). Closely monitor the 
tapping sound (pause). If your attention begins to stray or is captured by any other sounds, refocus 
all of your attention on this one sound (pause). Give all of your attention to this sound (pause). 

Focus on the tapping sound and monitor this sound closely, filtering out all of the competing sounds, 
for they are not important now (pause). Continue to monitor the tapping sound (pause) and keep 
all of your focus and attention on that sound. If you find yourself distracted, that's okay ... Bring 
yourself gently back to paying attention to that sound (pause). 

Now, while still gazing at the dot, focus on the sound of the clock ticking in the room. Focus 
all of your attention on that sound (pause) as no other sounds matters. Focus on that sound, paying 
close attention to it and not allowing yourself to be distracted (pause). This is the most important 
sound and no other sounds matter (pause). Give all of your attention to that sound. If your 
attention strays, refocus on the sound of the ticking clock (pause). Focus only on this sound, giving 
it all of your attention (pause). Continue to monitor that sound closely, paying full attention to it 
(pause). If you find yourself distracted, again, gently bring yourself back to paying attention to that 
sound. 

(The above instructions should be repeated for at least three more sounds in the near 

distance; for example, sounds of people in the hall, the sound of traffic outside, the sounds of 

the ventilation system, birds chirping, and so on.) 
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Now that you have identified and focused upon different sounds, I would like you to rapidly 
shift your attention between the different sounds as I call them out (pause). First focus on the 
tapping sound, as if no other sound matters. Give all of your attention to that sound (pause). Now 
focus on the sound of the ventilation system, paying attention onl:y to that sound (pause). Now 
switch your attention and focus to the sound of traffic outside. Focus only on that sound as if no 
other sound matters... Now (picking up the pace) switch your attention to the sound of my voice 
(pause). Now refocus on the sound of the traffic outside (pause); and now back to the tapping 
sound (pause). Now the sound of the ventilation system; now focus back on the tapping sound ... 
Now the sound of the traffic (pause), now the sound of the ventilation system ... now the sound of 
my voice. . . (and so on, continuing for about three minutes). 

Finally, expand your attention, making it as broad and deep as possible and try to absorb all 
of the sounds both within and outside the room all at the same time (pause). Count the number of 
sounds that you can hear at the same time (pause). Try to hear all of the sounds simultaneously. 
Count the number of sounds that you hear at the same time. 

This concludes the exercise. How many sounds were you aware of at the same time? 

The goal of this exercise is not to rid you of your anxiety. Rather it is intended to help you increase_ 
your control over what you pay attention to and thereby enable you to develop more accurate beliefs 
about your physical symptoms. Try practicing this for 15 minutes per day, twice each day, for several 
days. At the end of each session, note the date and time that you did the exercise in your journal or in 
the space below. In addition, rate the degree to which you were able to achieve a state of external focus 
on a scale ranging from -3 to +3, where -3 means entirely internally focused and +3 means entirely 
externally focused. 

To further expand upon the training, you can creatively incorporate other sense modalities as the 
focus of your shifting attention. For example, you can use various fragrances and scents as the focus 
of your attention. Or try tasting small samples of different foods or experiencing various tactile sensa
tions using fabrics of various degrees of smoothness and coarseness. The goal here is to find ways to 
"get external." With practice, you'll greatly enhance your capacity to break free from the stranglehold 
of body-focused worry and fear. 
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